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"CRYSTAL CLEAR®" !!
Are you looking for that perfect golf club grip? Are you tired of
generic, dull, plain looking grips? Well, look no further! Crystal
Clear¤ Grip Corporation has invented the perfect golf club grip that
not only feels great, looks great, but also allows the golfer to
express him or herself through a wide selection of grip designs.
Crystal Clear¤ Grips combine awesome gel-like feel with stylish,
head-turning looks.
Crystal Clear¤ Grip Corporation is proud to present the most
advanced, comfortable and stylish golf club grip on the market.
We ve designed a grip that feels good, looks good and can be
express feeling as well. Each grip can be customized (OEM) by
adding pictures, letters, words, and graphics to be clearly seen
through the transparent polymer.
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DURABLE

AND

STRONG

We use a 3-layer system to create our
stunning patented grip. The first layer of
rubber is applied to the club shaft. A
second layer is then placed on top of the
initial rubber base. This second layer consists of media (design, logos, flags, etc.)
chosen by the sponsor, corporation and
artifact. Finally, a very thin third layer of
transparent durable polymer is carefully
applied for that great gel-like feel.
At Crystal Clear¤ Grip Corporation we believe that a person s golf club is really an
extension of the golfer. Now you can express yourself with an American flag or your
company s logo? Watch as you take a swing and everyone comes up to you and telling you
how much they admire your golf clubs. Little do they know that all you did was change the
grip and in turn, create a new club.

The Ultimate Feel in Grips
There are many clear like grips on the market. However, most clear grips on the market are
anything but clear . Generic clear grips are very thick and are usually applied to shafts by
wrapping one layer of thick polymer. This
in turn creates a blurred grip which does
not look very appealing. The feel of the
grip to the golfer is also not very pleasant.
A thick grip will cause the golf club to twist
in the golfer s hands causing unwanted
torque. The Crystal Clear¤ Grip is made
up of three layers of different material
which come together perfectly for the
ultimate feel in grips.
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